BRRRRR! It’s cold outside! The temperature may have dropped, but that hasn’t stopped our students in Special Area classes!

This month, our students have been hard at work and on fire as we begin to wrap up the Fall Semester of the 23-24 school year. Students have been finalizing projects in Art, learning about animal classification in STEAM Lab, working on the winter program, and even learning an all-time favorite Christmas Carol in Spanish.

As we begin to close out this semester, we want this issue of the Special’s Scoop to highlight the amazing things your students have done in the last few weeks.

Hot off the presses, here is this month’s issue of the Special’s Scoop!

Your Special Area Teachers at Boyd Elementary
ANIMAL CLASSIFICATION
Lions and Tigers and Bears, Oh My!

5th grade students have been exploring the wild world of animal classification! This month, they deepened their understanding by creating vertebrate models. Check them out!

STAY TUNED
Stay tuned in for more excitement, fun, and LEARNING IN STEAM

#BoydIsSTEAMingHOT
ART CLASS UPDATES

FACTORY DRAWINGS OF DIEGO RIVERA & 3RD GRADE FIELD TRIP @ THE HIGH MUSEUM
Mr. G

Students have been studying Diego Rivera, a prominent Mexican painter who helped establish the mural movement in Mexico and International Art. Students have been studying his Factory Drawings and working to recreate their own.

3rd Graders had a blast this month getting to tour the High Museum! Check out some of their discoveries and adventures!
One of the most famous songs of the Winter Holidays with out a doubt, is Feliz Navidad! This festive song is a crowd favorite and our students have been having a blast learning it! Sr. Blanco will take some of his carolers to classes at the end of the semester to help spread Holiday Cheer and kickstart the Winter Break. Next time you hear it on the radio, have your scholar teach it to you so that you all can bring the holidays in together!
Stellar Special’s Students

ELIEL ITSIEMBOU
K-2nd Special’s Stellar Student

Eliel is a Special’s Stellar Student for this month’s issue of the Special’s Scoop! Eliel is a 2nd grade student who is always attentive and give 100% every day, every class! Way to go Eliel!

PEYTON- MARIE WILLIAMS
3rd-5th Special’s Stellar Student

Peyton-Marie Williams is a Special’s Stellar Student for this month’s issue of the Special’s Scoop! Peyton-Marie is the very definition of a scholar! She is always attentive, always tries, and is always striving for success. She is a model student for all of her peers! Keep it up Peyton-Marie!

FOR MORE VISIT: https://www.atlantapublicschools.us/boyd
See what our Students have been up to in Special's Classes!

FOR MORE VISIT: https://www.atlantapublicschools.us/boyd